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Abstract
Negative dimensional integration is a step further dimensional regulariza-
tion ideas. In this approach, based on the principle of analytic continuation,
Feynman integrals are polynomial ones and for this reason very simple to
handle, contrary to the usual parametric ones. The result of the integral
worked out in D < 0 must be analytically continued again — of course —
to real physical world, D > 0, and this step presents no difficulties. We con-
sider four two-loop three-point vertex diagrams with arbitrary exponents of
propagators and dimension, and two legs on-shell. As far as we know there
is no similar calculation in the literature, and our original results are neatly
expressed in terms of products of gamma functions.
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I. Introduction.
The comprehension and achievements of Quantum Field Theory are mostly
due to the perturbative approach, where the calculation of Feynman dia-
grams is an inevitable task. There are several techniques to solve the asso-
ciated integrals, wherein the simpler the method to solve them the better.
We can just mention a few ones: the Mellin-Barnes’ representation of mas-
sive propagators[1], the Gegenbauer polynomial approach in configuration
space[2] and some others[3].
But none of them use the principle of analytic continuation in such an in-
teresting and beautiful way as the technique[4, 5] known as Negative Dimen-
sional Integration Method(NDIM). Moreover, NDIM gives simultaneously
several results and shares all the concepts of dimensional regularization[6].
We do not know other approach which has this amazing property.
Our aim here is to present original results for four scalar integrals pertain-
ing to three-point vertex diagrams at two-loop level where two of the external
legs are set on-shell. They are original in the sense that all the exponents
of propagators and the space-time dimension are left arbitrary, and as far as
we know there is no similar calculation in the literature.
The outline for our paper is as follows: in section 2 we perform the
2
Feynman integrals in the negative dimension integration approach, i.e., solve
them in D < 0, and then analytically continue the result to real physical
world, D > 0. In section 3, we consider the special cases of interest and then
in section 4 we present our conclusion.
II. Feynman Graphs with Five and Four Massless Propagators.
To calculate the scalar integral that contributes to the Feynman diagram
of figure 1, we will follow the procedure of [7]. Let the gaussian integral be:
G1(p
2;D) =
∫
dDr dDq exp
[
−αq2 − βr2 − γ(p− r − q)2 − ω(q + k)2
−θ(q + k + r)2
]
, (1)
which, after some simple algebra we get as a result,
G1(p
2;D) =
(
pi2
µ
)D/2
exp
(
−
1
µ
αβγp2
)
, (2)
where µ = αβ + αγ + αθ + βγ + βθ + βω + θω + γω. As in reference [7], we
expand (2) in Taylor series,
G1(p
2;D) = piD
∞∑
{nj}=0
(−p2)n1(−n1 −
1
2
D)!
n1!n2!n3!n4!n5!n6!n7!n8!n9!
αn1+n2+n3+n4
×βn1+n2+n5+n6+n7γn1+n3+n5+n9θn4+n6+n8ωn7+n8+n9, (3)
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where we used a multinomial expansion for µ and for this reason, the con-
straint
−n1 −
1
2
D = n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + n8 + n9,
must be satisfied. Observe that the indices {nj} take only positive values,
so, D is negative. Consider now the expansion — before integration — in
Taylor series of the same gaussian integral, eq.(1),
G1(p
2;D) =
∞∑
i,j,l,m,n=0
(−1)i+j+l+m+n
i!j!l!m!n!
αiβjγlωmθnA(i, j, l,m, n;D), (4)
where
A(i, j, l,m, n;D) ≡
∫
dDr dDq (q2)i(r2)j(p−r−q)2l(q+k)2m(q+k+r)2n, (5)
is the negative dimensional integral. Note that its integrand is formed by the
squares of the internal momenta flowing in the diagram raised to arbitrary
positive integral powers. Were these powers negative, one would have the
usual Feynman integral for the diagram with propagators in the denominator.
Comparing (3) and (4) we can solve for the negative dimensional Feynman
integral, A,
A(i, j, l,m, n;D) =
(−pi)D(p2)σg
Γ(1 + σ)
∞∑
{nj}=0
δn1+n2+n3+n4,iδn1+n2+n5+n6+n7,j
n2!n3!n4!n5!n6!n7!n8!n9!
4
×δn1+n3+n5+n9,lδn4+n6+n8,mδn7+n8+n9,n, (6)
where σ = i+ j + l +m+ n +D and
g = Γ(1 + i)Γ(1 + j)Γ(1 + l)Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)Γ(1− σ −
1
2
D).
We conclude that in solving a system of linear algebraic equations we have
the result for the Feynman integral in negative dimensions, which analytically
continued to positive D in a convenient way will reproduce the standard
Feynman integral. The system to be satisfied has five equations and eight
indices (the “unknowns”),


n2 + n3 + n4 = i− σ
n2 + n5 + n6 + n7 = j − σ
n3 + n5 + n9 = l − σ
n4 + n6 + n8 = m
n7 + n8 + n9 = n
, (7)
because one of them reads n1 = σ. This means that to solve the system we
have to leave three indices free, or said equivalently, we have to solve C83 = 56
different systems. Of these, twenty turns out to be unsolvable systems, or
systems where the set solution is empty. Therefore, it remains thirty-six
with non-trivial sets of solutions. However, since these thirty-six must give
the same end result after the summation is performed, i.e., a thirty-six-fold
degeneracy, we need to solve only one of them.
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One such solution is,

n1 = σ,
n2 = −l −m−
1
2
D − n7,
n3 = −j −m− n−
1
2
D + n6 + n7 + n8,
n4 = m− n6 − n7 − n8,
n5 = −i− n−
1
2
D − n6,
n9 = n− n7 − n8.
(8)
Following the same ideas of [7] we can sum the three series (it is easier to
sum first in n8 because the other two, n6, and n7 decouple) and we get,
A(i, j, l,m, n;D) =
(−pi)D(p2)σΓ(1 + i)Γ(1 + j)Γ(1 + l)
Γ(1 + σ)Γ(1 + i− σ)Γ(1 + l − σ)Γ(1− j − 1
2
D)
×
Γ(1− σ − 1
2
D)Γ(1− j − l −m−D)
Γ(1− i− n− 1
2
D)Γ(1− l −m− 1
2
D)Γ(1 + σ)
(9)
×Γ(1− i− j − n−D),
in negative D. Using the property of Pochhammer symbol,
(a| − k) =
(−1)k
(1− a|k)
, (10)
where
(a|l) ≡ (a)l =
Γ(a+ l)
Γ(a)
,
we perform the analytic continuation, i.e., bring back the result to real world,
AAC(i, j, l,m, n;D) = (−pi)D(p2)σ(−i|σ)(−l|σ)(σ +
1
2
D| − 2σ −
1
2
D)
6
×(−j|i+ j + n+
1
2
D)(j + l +m+D| − l −m−
1
2
D)
×(i+ j + n+D| − i− j + l +m− n−
1
2
D). (11)
This is the result for the Feynman graph of figure 1 with two external
legs on-shell and arbitrary exponents of propagators and dimension.
Consider now the graph of figure 2 and its gaussian integral,
G2(p
2;D) =
∫
dDr dDq exp
[
−αq2 − β(p− q)2 − γ(t+ q)2 − ωr2
−θ(t + q − r)2
]
, (12)
carrying out the momentum integration,
G2(p
2;D) =
(
pi2
φ
)D/2
exp
[
−αβ
φ
(θ + ω)p2
]
, (13)
where φ = αω + βω + γω + θω + αθ + βθ + γθ. Now, expanding it and (12)
in Taylor series, φ in a multinomial one and comparing both,
B(i, j, l,m, n;D) ≡
∫
dDr dDq (r2)i(p− q)2j(t+ q)2l(r2)m(t+ q − r)2n
= (−pi)D(p2)σg
∞∑
{nj}=0
1
n1!n2!n3!n4!n5!n6!n7!n8!n9!
, (14)
where g and σ are the same as previously defined. The system to be satisfied
now has 6 equations and 9 indices, i.e., there are in fact 84 systems of linear
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algebraic equations (6×6), and note that we expect the result to be symmetric
(see the diagram) between m↔ n,


n1 + n2 + n3 + n7 = i
n1 + n2 + n4 + n8 = j
n5 + n9 = l
n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 = m
n1 + n6 + n7 + n8 + n9 = n
n1 + n2 = σ
. (15)
Again, three indices will remain free, that is, the result provided by NDIM
will be written as a triple series. Among the 84 possible solutions 52 are
trivial ones, so, it remains to solve thirty-two 6 × 6 systems. The result, as
in [7], is degenerate, but now a thirty-two-fold degeneracy. Solving only one
will do, and one such solution is:

n1 = −m−
1
2
D − n7 − n8 − n9,
n2 = m+ σ +
1
2
D + n7 + n8 + n9,
n3 = i− σ − n7,
n4 = j − σ − n8,
n5 = l − n9,
n6 = m+ n +
1
2
D.
(16)
Inserting these values in the result (14) one verifies that the series can be
written in terms of 2F1 hypergeometric functions of unity argument and for
this reason can be summed[8], yielding
B(i, j, l,m, n;D) =
(−pi)D(p2)σΓ(1 + i)Γ(1 + j)Γ(1 +m)
Γ(1 + n)Γ(1−m− 1
2
D)Γ(1− n− 1
2
D)Γ(1 + i− σ)
8
×
Γ(1− σ − 1
2
D)Γ(1−m− n−D)
Γ(1 + j − σ)Γ(1 +m+ n + 1
2
D)Γ(1 + σ)
, (17)
which, after the convenient analytic continuation to real physical world of
positive D, gives
BAC(i, j, l,m, n;D) = piD(p2)σ(−m|m+ n +
1
2
D)(−n|m+ n+
1
2
D)(−i|σ)
× (−j|σ)(m+ n+D| − 2m− 2n−
3
2
D)
× (σ +
1
2
D| − 2σ −
1
2
D). (18)
This result is valid for arbitrary exponents of propagators and space-time
dimension, in Euclidean space.
For the next graph, figure 3, we begin with another gaussian integral,
G3(p
2;D) =
∫
dDr dDq exp
[
−αq2 − βr2 − γ(p− q)2 − ω(p− r)2
−θ(k + r)2
]
. (19)
This integral is the simplest one of this work; we get as a result,
G3(p
2;D) =
(
pi2
λ1λ2
)D/2
exp
(
−
αγ
λ1
p2
)
exp
(
−
βω
λ2
p2
)
, (20)
where λ1 = α+γ and λ2 = β+θ+ω. After carrying out the usual procedure
we obtain a system of 7 equations with 7 indices, i.e., there is only one
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solution that after the analytic continuation is,
CAC(i, j, l,m, n;D) ≡
∫
dDr dDq (q2)i(r2)j(p− q)2l(p− r)2m(k + r)2n
= piD(p2)σ(i+ l +D| − i− l +m+ n−
1
2
D)
× (−i| − l −
1
2
D)(−l|i+ l +
1
2
D)(−j| −m− n−
1
2
D)
× (−m|l +m+
1
2
D)(j +m+ n+D| −m−
1
2
D),(21)
where σ is the same as previously defined.
The last scalar integral contributes to a graph, see figure 4, that shows the
so-called overlapping divergences[9] and observe that it has four propagators.
We proceed as above and write down only the final result,
D(i, j, l,m;D) =
∫
dDq dDr (q2)i
[
(q − p)2
]j
(r2)l
[
(r − q − k)2
]m
, (22)
and the general result
DAC(i, j, l,m;D) = piD(p2)σ
′
(−i|σ′)(−j|σ′)(−l| −m−
1
2
D)
×(−m|σ′ − i− j −
1
2
D)(σ′ +
1
2
D| − 2σ′ −
1
2
D)
×(D + l +m| − l −
1
2
D), (23)
where σ′ = i+ j + l +m+D = σ − n.
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III. Special Cases.
The special cases that we deal in this section are related to the Feynman
integrals with unity exponents for the propagators. They correspond exactly
to the cases for which i = j = l = m = n = −1. For convenience we use
a shorthand notation ({−1}) to represent (i = −1, j = −1, l = −1, m =
−1, n = −1).
The first scalar Feynman integral we carried out, eq.(5), yields then
AAC({−1}) = piD(p2)D−5
Γ2(D − 4)Γ(5−D)Γ2(1
2
D − 2)Γ(1
2
D − 1)
Γ2(D − 3)Γ(3
2
D − 5)
. (24)
For the second one the result in the same particular case, reads
BAC({−1}) = piD(p2)D−5
Γ2(1
2
D − 1)Γ(5−D)Γ2(D − 4)Γ(2− 1
2
D)
Γ(D − 2)Γ(3
2
D − 5)
. (25)
For the third,
CAC({−1}) = piD(p2)D−5
Γ2(1
2
D − 2)Γ(2− 1
2
D)Γ2(1
2
D − 1)Γ(3− 1
2
D)
Γ(D − 3)Γ(D − 2)
,
(26)
and for the last one,
DAC({−1}) =
piD(p2)D−4Γ2(D − 3)Γ2(1
2
D − 1)Γ(2− 1
2
D)Γ(4−D)
Γ(D − 2)Γ(3
2
D − 4)
. (27)
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These are the results in Euclidean space.
IV. Conclusion.
NDIM’s amazing feature of transfering the task of solving parametric in-
tegrals to solving systems of linear algebraic equations allows us to greatly
simplify the effort to solve loop integrals. With two-loop vertex diagrams
as examples we worked out rather cumbersome integrals with ease. The
analytic continuation of space-time dimension to negative values has shown
advantages: we interpret the analytic continuation like in dimensional reg-
ularization but solve the Feynman integrals in a much simpler way because
they are polynomial ones. In this approach there are no cumbersome para-
metric integrals. We presented original results for four two-loop three-point
scalar integrals, (see fig.1-4) for arbitrary D and exponents of the propaga-
tors, (11), (18), (21), (23).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Two-loop three point vertex calculated with NDIM. We consider
that the two lower external legs are on-shell, i.e., k2 = t2 = 0.
Figure 2: Another two loop three point graph calculated in the NDIM
approach.
Figure 3: The easiest two loop three point vertex diagram calculated in
the NDIM approach.
Figure 4: Two-loop three-point vertex that has overlapping divergences.
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